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Shuttered Public Schools: The Struggle to Bring Old Buildings New Life

ERRATA

The following errors were found subsequent to the release of the report Shuttered Public Schools: The Struggle to Bring Old Buildings New Life. They have been corrected online.

The accurate information is in bold. Originally published information appears in the brackets.

- On page 1, the total number of unused sites is **301** [NOT 327].

- On page 4, in Figure 2, the number of properties currently on the market in St. Louis is **13** [NOT 39].

- On page 16, the sentence in the first paragraph at the top of the page was corrected to read, “**In St. Louis, a charter operator, Imagine Schools Inc., acquired two buildings, only to have the Missouri Board of Education shut it down for poor performance.**” [NOT “St. Louis sold two buildings to one charter operator, Imagine Schools Inc., only to have the Missouri Board of Education shut it down for poor performance.”]